
Need an Advertising Tent, Flag or Banner- contact 
the trailblazer that is making news! 

 

Yes, if you need different advertising tents like trade show tents, exhibition tents, 
dome tents or star tents, then your search may end here. The tents from Jarmoo 
aptly meet your different advertisement display requirements and the main criterion 
is that this enterprise caters to the world market. So wherever you are, you will get 
this company’s products hassle free. Coming in different sizes and shapes, these tents 
are manufactured with the best materials, and utmost quality and reasonable prices. 
It is no exaggeration to say that all these make the tents highly competitive in the 
international market, and for the benefit of its customers, Jarmoo also provides 
professional OEM/ ODM services. 

 

 
Not only Advertising Tents, but the story also continues… 



It’s a genuine fact-we all want a good buy when we go in for one! With over 10 years 
of manufacturing and exporting experience, Wuhan jarmoo Flag Co Ltd. is certified 
by SGS, TUV, BV, and it is also ALIBABA and MADE-IN-CHINA gold supplier. The 
proficient technology and development team of jarmoo also provide customized 
services, modern equipment are used in the manufacturing of this company’s 
products.  
 

 

There are more than 10 designers who work diligently to meet the design 
requirements of customers and the company takes 1-3 days to supply the urgent 
orders and 5-7 days for the normal orders. jarmoo has a SGS TUV, BV Audited 
factory and as said before strict quality control procedures are followed in the 
development of these products. In addition, there are sales, after-sales and quality 
control teams that take care of all your sales and after-sales issues related to 
advertisement tents etc. In this short tenure and riding on its path of progress, the 
markets that jarmoo caters to today include Europe, North America, Australia, Asia, 
the Middle East and also other regions of the globe. 



Of course, one of the reasons for the popularity of jarmoo is that in addition 
to Wonderful advertising tents, this company also produces a wide variety of 
other products of high quality, such as flags, banners, custom bandanas, custom 
bags, indoor and outdoor display products, custom apparels and accessories, sports 
AD products and promotion gifts. Now with the improvement in Covid 19 pandemic 
and lifting of some restrictions, jarmoo has entered the peak season with an increase 
in the customers’ inquiries and orders. In such times, the company never deviates 
from its tradition of supplying high-quality products and services to its customers 
and now design services are offered free to them. So, as a customer, if you need any 
of Jarmoo’s products or services, go ahead and contact this leader without any 
second thoughts, and you will not have regrets that you took the plunge. 
 

Business Brand Name- Wuhan Jarmoo Flag Co.,Ltd 

Address 1- Wangshang Building B , Gutian 2Rd., Qiaokou Industry Zone, 

City- Wuhan 

State- Hubei 

Zip- 430035 

Phone- 02783315310 

Country- China 

Email- sale@jarmoo.com 

See More- https://www.jarmoo.com/ 
 

https://www.jarmoo.com/advertising-tent.html
https://www.jarmoo.com/
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